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Joss Whedon’s seven-season, cult-favorite masterpiece Buffy the Vampire Slayer
maintains its critically acclaimed position in the contemporary apocalyptic media canon a full
decade after its conclusion, and for good reason: in the case of teenage hero Buffy and her
friends, the apocalypse is nothing more than a daily inconvenience. The show’s premise—that in
every generation, a Slayer of demons is born to protect the mortal world, and every appointed
Slayer is female—lends itself well to a number of apocalyptic readings; nearly every other
episode features “the end of the world as we know it” unless young Buffy executes her Slayer
duties and destroys every trace of demon existence. With the help of her friends Willow, Xander,
and Giles, who affectionally refer to themselves as “the Scoobies” after the kid detectives in the
cartoon Scooby-Doo, Buffy manages to defeat seven major villains over the course of the series,
cracking jokes and making puns along the way. The show itself is a pastiche of melodramatic
gothic romance, campy comedy, and horror; thus, it is difficult to analyze its complex storylines
and themes within the boundaries of any specific genre. Peter Labuza touches on this
indistinctness regarding the classification of apocalyptic media in his book Approaching the End,
writing that texts which might contribute to this genre are “almost all about the end of the world,
ostensibly, and yet most of them are about the endurance of humanity through these crises” (10).
Indeed, Buffy the Vampire Slayer is an illustration of such humanity. In particular, the series’
finale, “Chosen,” conflates everyday teenage banalities with the Scoobies’ struggle against evil,
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effectively narrativizing Buffy’s adolescence and emphasizing her reliance on her support system
within the apocalyptic landscape of the series.
The word “apocalypse” and its variants appear in 26 of Buffy’s 144 episodes, though not
necessarily in the context that might literally mean the end of the world (Lavery 2). After all,
Buffy begins the series as a fifteen-year-old girl more interested in what to wear to prom than
how to stop the entirety of Sunnydale from collapsing into a giant satanic sinkhole—but both
scenarios, in her mind, could be considered apocalyptic dilemmas. Of course, the overarching
symbolism of the series is clear: vampires and demons are, more often than not, utilized as
metaphors for the horrors of teen life (Jarvis 270). Though these living (and undead) metaphors
can be construed as heavy-handed at times 1, the deliberate symbolic nature of Buffy’s foes
cannot be denied. Throughout the series, Buffy encounters over 200 demons, about 100 so-called
“dangerous mortals,” 72 vampires, close to 40 wizards, witches, sorcerers and other magic users,
17 ghosts, 15 zombies, 13 deities, 10 immortals or non-humans, 8 animalistic beings, 9 magical
creations, 9 monsters, 8 robots, and about a dozen characters deemed “good supernatural
beings,” of which Buffy herself is one (Wikipedia). These monsters, especially those which bend
towards “bad,” appear to both “cumulatively symbolize the presence and prevalence of evil in
the world” as well as point towards more specific teenage anxieties, like “rejection, loneliness,
drugs, addiction, violence, gangs, rape, destructive behavior, and death”; for instance, “monsters
like vampires symbolize predatory sexuality” whereas “wide range of demons signify various
sorts of deviance and threats to contemporary order and security” (Kellner 2, 6, 9). Even the

In the fourth episode of the first season, for instance, Xander is preyed upon by a teacher who is
revealed to be an insect-like “She-Mantis.” Some critics argue that the subtext of this episode lies
somewhere along the lines of “the teenage fear of the reproductive practicalities of sex” (Murray).
1
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ironic placement of the series in beautiful Sunnydale, California is deliberate; as one critic for
Rolling Stone notes, “[for Buffy], high school is quite literally hell—Sunnydale High sits
perched on the mouth of the ultimate demon dimension.”
This is not to say, however, that the mortal human figures in Buffy are represented as
entirely disparate, virtuous foils to their demonic counterparts. Despite the fact that the majority
of the Scoobies either already possess or will eventually possess supernatural abilities, we as
viewers still identify with Buffy and her pals based purely on the fact that they continue to
grapple with very mortal, human problems, especially regarding the notion of the family unit.
The “traditional” family—referring to “arrangements involving long-term married, heterosexual
couples and their children,” or, “the ‘nuclear’ family”—is an uncommon plot characteristic of
Buffy (Jarvis 272). Instead, families in Buffy are often “portrayed as dysfunctional, if not
dangerous or downright evil, and as oppressive…In many ways, [the series] reflects back to its
young audience their own bewildering and challenging experiences of family” (Jarvis 270, 272).
The Scoobies’ relationships with their families are prime examples of this: Xander’s parents
appear to be abusive or, at the very least, alcoholics; Willow’s family is neglectful and
judgmental; and Buffy’s parents are divorced and her relationship with her father is either
strained or nonexistent. “These young people therefore look to each other for the support, care
and respect that their families of origin do not provide” (Jarvis 274). Buffy’s relationship with
her friends in this manner originates based on her welcoming them into her life as the Slayer.
“The sharing of the secret of Buffy’s calling gives her friends a special responsibility for each
other,” Jarvis and Burr write. “Their parents’ ignorance about the supernatural threats in
Sunnydale reinforces the protective familial relationship developed amongst the Scoobies” (276).
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Regardless of the complicated relationships and demonic trials they might endure throughout the
series, the Scoobies remain steadfast and loyal to one another, demonstrating that their chosen
family of flawed, loving characters is indeed a refuge from a world populated by the paranormal
and unknown.
Although several loose plot lines are tied up in the final episode of the series, “Chosen,”
Buffy’s character development and coming-of-age narrative remains a key aspect of the show up
to its conclusion. While elements of Buffy’s childlike nature are still present—in one scene when
the Scoobies are planning their apocalyptic exit strategy, for example, she murmurs to her
younger sister Dawn in a classic, menacing, sibling-oriented tone, “If you get killed, I’m
telling”—her growth as an individual is made clear in this episode as well. In one scene at the
start of the episode, for instance, Buffy confides in her ex-lover and main romantic interest, the
vampire-with-a-soul Angel, saying, “I always figured there was something wrong with me, you
know, because I couldn’t make it work with guys.” Angel replies, “Because you’re the Slayer?”
to which Buffy responds, in perhaps one of her most self-aware monologues of the series,
“Because…I’m cookie dough. I’m not done baking. I’m not finished becoming
whoever the hell it is I’m going to turn out to be. I make it through this, and the
next thing, and the next thing, and maybe one day I turn around and realize I’m
ready. I’m cookies. And then, if I want someone to eat…um…enjoy warm,
delicious, cookie-me, then, that’s fine. That’ll be then. When I’m done.”
Angel considers this for a moment, and then replies, “Any thought as to who might enjoy…the…
uh, do I have to go with the cookie analogy?” Buffy shakes her head. “I’m not really thinking
that far ahead,” she says. “That’s kind of the point.” In this scene, Buffy and Angel are partly
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falling into old habits; they’re speaking in hushed tones in the Sunnydale Cemetery—their usual
meeting place—and the romantic chemistry between the two is palpable. However, this instance
is not a negotiation of how one character must change to be with the other, nor is it a power
struggle between good and evil, as is routine for this couple. Instead, this moment is Buffy’s
acknowledgement of the time she needs to mature as a young adult; it is an admittance that
independence and self-knowledge is more important than reenacting the same love story that has
played out over the course of seven seasons.
Buffy’s identity as the Slayer mirrors both the anxieties and freedoms which accompany
adolescence more generally. “At 15, Buffy is told she is a vampire slayer and, again and again,
she questions and challenges the implications of not being ‘ordinary’, carrying an identity not
chosen but ascribed” (Richards 132). The only constant in the series against which Buffy’s
success, and thus various positive outcomes of her identity, can be measured is through her
interaction with conflict. Buffy might choose the wrong boy or play hooky from high school
from time to time, but as viewers we come to understand that she will never lose a one-on-one
battle with a vampire and she will continue to “save the world, a lot” (Brehmer). In her article
“All Those Apocalypses: Disaster Studies and Community in Buffy the Vampire Slayer and
Angel,” Linda Jencson discusses how psychologists have delineated “a common, long-term
outcome of disaster communitas that they labeled post-traumatic growth (PTG).” She writes that
in the case of Buffy, “The story arcs for each of the Scoobies and their primary allies clearly
show how post-traumatic growth arises from coping with recurring apocalypse” (102). Indeed,
by Buffy’s finale, each member of the Scoobies has struggled with their fair share of obstacles:
they have dealt with the deaths of various family members, close friends, or lovers; some have
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sustained brutal or even life-long injuries that affect how they interact with others; and, in the
case of Angel in the context of his vampirism and Willow in the context of her supernatural
abilities as a witch, some have turned from good to evil to good again and thus are constantly
wrestling with the solidification of their own personal identities. These emotionally harrowing
experiences certainly align with Jencson’s notion of PTG in the realm of community disaster—
Buffy and her friends get good at saving the world. After all, it’s no secret to viewers how often
the Scoobies are called upon to rescue their own Sunnydale community from apocalyptic
mayhem.
In a satisfying narrative wrap-up, Buffy ends exactly where the series began: at idyllic
Sunnydale High. Buffy met and formed relationships with the Scoobies in its hallways, fought
monsters who, more often than not, were adults in positions of power in its administrative
offices, and went to prom in its gym. Of course, Sunnydale High also rests atop the Hellmouth,
or the origin of all evil beings, which is where Buffy is called to once again stop the end of the
world. The apocalyptic imagery as the Scoobies and Potentials enter Sunnydale High is obvious;
the establishing shot is complete with an abandoned vehicle and strewn debris, and the school’s
hallways are vacant and eerie.

Apocalyptic abandonment imagery in S7E22 of Buffy the Vampire Slayer, “Chosen.”
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As Principal Wood leads the Scoobies and Potentials through the halls, he says in classic campy,
Buffy style, “Welcome to Sunnydale High. There’s no running in the halls, no yelling, no gum
chewing. Apart from that, there’s only one rule: if they move, kill them.” The Potential Slayers,
nicknamed the Potentials, take their positions around the school, poised to attack once Willow
opens the Hellmouth. As the music swells, the original Scoobies stand in a circle as viewers
ready themselves for what will surely be an emotional, pre-finale farewell—until the following
conversation ensues:
Buffy: “So, what do you guys want to do tomorrow?”
Willow: “Nothing strenuous.”
Buffy “I was thinking about shopping. As per usual.”
Xander: “Wait, we should discuss this—save the world, go the mall?”

One last reunion for the Scoobies before the apocalypse (S7E22).

The nonchalance with which the Scoobies discuss their post-apocalypse plans, especially Buffy’s
lighthearted references to shopping, demonstrate Buffy’s maintenance of crucial aspects of her
character in spite of the apocalyptic landscape which surrounds her. As the three once-teenagers,
now-adults walk off into the distance after this moment, Giles turns towards the direction of the
camera and murmurs, “The earth is definitely doomed,” thus maintaining elements of his own
character as the uptight, pessimistic paternal figure in the series. Longtime viewers are pleased to
note that despite the dire circumstances and the series’ seven-season run, and despite the evident
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changes to the beloved setting of Sunnydale High, the Scoobies remain the same at their cores—
likely because they have remained intact with and in support of one another.
At the end of “Chosen,” Buffy achieves the ultimate form of agency through her very
relationship with the Scoobies. Throughout the series, she is constantly grappling with her
identity as the Slayer in comparison to her identity as a young woman. “Fate, destiny and duty
are repeatedly impressed upon Buffy, most often by adult male figures, especially her Watcher,
Giles,” Kellner writes. “And what she encounters again and again in the power and strength of
her own body is its apparent confirmation of the ‘destiny’ announced to her. She is thus
simultaneously ‘powerful’ and ‘disempowered’: positioned by men who tell her what she is and
what her ‘duty’ will be…Buffy is then a distinctively teenage figure and, as both ordinary and
heroic, most sharply defines the relational dilemmas encountered in the social world to which
she belongs” (128). The expectations thrust upon Buffy by external factors become a major
burden to her throughout the series—until the final episode. At last, due to some witchery on
Willow’s part and the help of an ancient, magic scythe, Buffy is able to extrapolate her power as
the Slayer to potential Slayers across the world. She voices over a meaningful, sentimental
montage of girls of all ages and ethnicities becoming imbued with her abilities, saying,
“So here’s the part where you make a choice. What if you could have that
power? Now? In every generation, one Slayer is born—because a bunch of
men who died thousands of years ago made up that rule. They were powerful
men. This woman—[gesturing to Willow]—is more powerful than all of them
combined. So I say we change the rule. I say my power, should be our power.
Tomorrow, Willow will use the essence of the scythe to change our destiny.
From now on, every girl in the world who might be a slayer will be a slayer.
Every girl who could have the power, will have the power—who can stand up,
will stand up. Slayers, every one of us. Make your choice. Are you ready to be
strong?”
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The women onscreen are pictured standing up to abusers and defying gender norms and
conventions; one little girl is even pictured hitting a home run at a baseball game, steely-eyed
and smiling.

Potential Slayers adopting Buffy’s power across the world (S7E22).

The fact that Buffy’s power becomes so widespread and shared, rather than dealt with by her
alone, allows her to affirm her identity as a Slayer as well as reaffirm her identity as leader and a
young woman. She now has the opportunity to teach and help others grow in order to process
and adapt to her apocalyptic landscape—and, in the case of “Chosen,” defeat the First Evil that
arises from the Hellmouth in the form of a gigantic vampire army.
“Great truth infuses the saying, ‘What doesn’t kill you can make you stronger,’” writes
Jencson in her criticism of Buffy (102). This phrase certainly rings true in the conclusion of
Buffy’s narrative “Chosen.” Perhaps the most striking scene of the episode is in its final
moments, when Buffy, Xander, Giles, Willow, Dawn, and other auxiliary Scooby characters
gather around what used to be Sunnydale, and is now an empty Hellmouth, and take stock of
their lives (frames below):
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The Sunnyvale Sinkhole, postapocalypse, with the Welcome to
Sunnydale sign still intact (above);
Buffy and the Scoobies examine the
damage and discuss next steps (top
right); Buffy looks on, no longer the
only Slayer in the world, in the final
frame of the series (right).

Xander: “We saved the world.”
Willow: “We changed the world. I can feel them Buffy, all over.
Slayers are awakening everywhere.”
Buffy: “We have to find them.”
Willow: “We will.”
Dawn: “Ugh. We destroyed the mall? I fought on the wrong side.”
Xander: "All those shops, gone. The Gap. Starbucks. Toys “R” Us.
Who will remember all those landmarks unless we tell the world
about them?”
Giles: “We have a lot of work ahead of us.”
Willow: “What do you think we should do, Buffy?”
Faith: “I mean, you’re not the one and only Chosen anymore. You
gotta just live like a person. How’s it feel?”
Dawn: “Yeah, Buffy. What are we gonna do now?”
It is important to note here that the last spoken line of the show is in fact Dawn’s question
(Lavery 11). There is no epilogue or omniscient narrator that assures viewers of some form of
happily ever after; beloved characters die and, if left alive, are surely traumatized by the
episode’s events. There is no distinct feeling of closure or notion of a goal reached. Instead, it
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appears that the Scoobies have even more work to do, especially in Gile’s admittance that there’s
another Hellmouth “in Cleveland. Not to spoil the moment.”
In Buffy, and for Buffy herself as a character, closure does not have the appearance of an
ending, even if accompanied by an apocalyptic event; rather, closure is the presence of a new
beginning. “After all,” Peter Labuza writes in Approaching the End, “[apocalyptic media] always
end with the birth of a new utopia: various characters celebrating the possibility of not only a
new but better society, now that the woes of the old one have been washed away” (10). In this
final moment, Dawn looks to Buffy for answers, as is typical of her character as a younger sister
in the series. We do not witness Buffy’s reply, but instead see her smile—not because she has the
answer, but because she alone does not have to provide the answers anymore. In a constantly
disintegrating and regenerating world, Buffy’s burden is no longer singularly hers; it is the
acceptance of her power by the Potentials, as well as the constant presence of the Scoobies by
her side, through which her survival of the apocalypse—and of her adolescence and teenage
years—is made possible.
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